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I. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Consider the time-invariant state regulator problem consisting of the linear 
state equations 
dx,‘dt = AI(+c + A2(~)z + .E$(E)u 
E dzidt = -&(E)I + Aq(~)z + &(E)u 
U-1) 
on 0 ,< t f 1 (or any other closed, bounded interval), the prescribed initial 
states 
.$A e) and 40, 4 11.2) 
and the scalar cost functional 
which is to be minimized by selection of the control ~(t, ~1. Here x, x, and ar 
are vectors of dimension 71, m, and Y, respectively, -the prime denotes trans- 
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position, ~7 and Q are symmetric, nonnegative definite matrices having the 
block forms 
and E is a small positive parameter. 
We shall seek the asymptotic solution of the optimal control problem 
(1.1-1.4) as E -+ 0 by the matrix Riccati approach. We note that the cor- 
responding time-varying problem has been treated by directly applying the 
classical calculus of variations and solving the resulting two-point boundary 
value problem (cf., e.g., O’Malley and Kung [lo]). The appropriate Riccati 
equation has also been previously solved asymptotically (cf., e.g., Yackel and 
Kokotovid [X2]) under different hypotheses. It should be observed that the 
Riccati approach has advantages of computational simplicity, closed loop 
interpretation, and rather direct extension to the infinite interval problem. 
To proceed, let us assume that the matrices A, , Bi , x(0, E), x(0, E), ni , 
and Qi all have asymptotic series expansions as E + 0, e.g., 
We would like to obtain the asymptotic expansion of the unique solution 
under the four hypotheses: 
(i) the matrix A,, is invertible, 
(ii) the eigenvabes of the matrix 
-B B G = (_“$, -;;,“O) 
all have nonzero real parts, 
(iii) the matrices T,, and T,, - rrWTlz are both nonsingular where 
is any nonsingular matrix such that 
T-lGT = (-,” ;) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
with the eigenvalues of A having positive real parts, and 
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(iv) the matrix 
+ &,A’ilQ,,G%, - (Q-m - G,&lQsd 
. -%&,(I + B;,4~1QxdG%,) GG1tQ;, - Q3&&430) (1.7) 
is positive semi-dejnite. 
These are the hypotheses of O’Malley and Kung [lo]. To use the Riccati 
approach, we need an additional condition (cf. (2.19)) which will be implied 
by the simpler assumption that 
(v) the .matrix 
Ta - nsoT11 
is either nonsingular or i&nticall~~ zero. 
The first four hypotheses are discussed by O’Malley and Kung [lo]. 
We note, in particular, that the invertibility of A,, is not necessary (cf. 
O’MalIey [S]) while assumption (iv) fohows if either Q,-,’ exists, Qss = 0, 
(B,J3&,)-1 exists, or B,, = 0. Hypotheses (v) could probably be eliminated 
through use of other arguments. 
These assumptions seem weaker than the boundary layer controllability 
and observability assumptions of Yackel and Kokotovid [12]. Considering 
only the special case where X, z, and u are scalars (see O’Malley [9]), we 
observe that boundary layer controllability then implies that T,, is invertible 
while boundary layer observability implies the existence of (Te2 - n,oTp2)--l. 
However, the uncontrollable scalar problem where B, = 0 will have T,, 
invertible provided A,, is negative-definite, while the unobservable problem 
where Q,, = 0 will have T,, - n-ToTl2 invertible provided A, is negative 
definite and naO is positive definite. The results of Kucera [5] further indicate 
that controhability-observability assumptions might often be weakened, 
From the familiar Riccati approach (cf. Kalman [4] and Anderson and 
Moore [2]) which is valid when E > 0, we expect the optimal control to be 
given by 
where the matrix K(t, 6) is a symmetric, nonnegative definite solution of the 
matrix Riccati equation 
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and the terminal condition 
k(l> E) = ?T(ez). (1.10) 
We shall proceed to obtain the asymptotic solution for K(t, l ) as E -+ 0. We 
will then use this result to obtain asymptotic solutions for the optimal 
control and the corresponding trajectories. 
We note that this singular perturbation problem has been of considerable 
interest in the recent literature. Its study was motivated by practical problems 
involving small “parasitics.” Readers unfamiliar with this background are 
urged to consult the booklet American Society of Mechanical Engineers [l], 
especially the introductory article by Kokotovid. Further progress is reported 
by Sannuti [II] and by Wilde and KokotoviC [13]. 
II. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION OF THE MATRIX RICCATI EQUATION 
Because of the singular manner in which the parameter E enters (1.9), we 
shall seek a solution K(t, G) in the block form 
Then, (1.9-1.10) becomes equivalent to the singularly perturbed initial 
value problem 
dkJdt = -kl;41 - A,‘F, - k,,4, - A,‘k,’ + k,S,k, + k2S’kl 
+ G%’ + h.W&’ - Q1 h,(L 4 = 44 
c(dk,/dt) = -k,A, - k,A, - <A,‘k, - A,‘k, + ck,S,k2 + ck,S’k, 
+ Wk, + MA - Qz , k,(t 4 = 44 (24 
e(dkJdt) = -ek,‘A, - eAz’ke - k,AS, - A,‘k, + eW,‘S,k, + ckJ’kZ 
+ Ek,‘Sk, + k&k3 - Q3 , W > 4 = d4 
where 
As, = BIB,‘, s = BIB,‘, and s, = B,B,‘. 
We shall seek a solution of this nonlinear system by a boundary layer 
method (cf. O’Malley [q). Specifically, we shall take the ki to be of the form 
(2.3) 
where the outer solution (Kl , K, , K3) has an asymptotic series expansion 
which formally satisfies (2.2) and the boundary layer correction (<I1 , Z2 , Zs) 
has an asymptotic series expansion whose terms tend to zero as a = (1 - Q/E 
tends to infinity. 
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The limiting outer solution (KIO, I&,, , I&,), then, satisfies the reduced 
system 
dK,,Mt = -K1,A1, - >4;J& - I&A,, - a&&, -!- K&@K~* 
+ I%,,S,‘K,, + G!S,G, i- G&K;, - QlO f ~1,(1) = do) 
0 = --K,,&, - Km&, - 4,&, f GW-3, -k K&,K,, - Qm 
0 = -&)A,, - ~4hJKxJ + h%lGl - Q3cl . (2.4) 
The last equation has, as its only symmetric, positive semi-definite solution, 
K,, = T,,T,11- (25) 
(cf. hypothesis (iii), Anderson and Moore [2], and Martensson [6] where a 
proof that I&,, is symmetric and positive semi-definite is given). Note that 
the second equation can be rewritten as 
G,fl” L- &,G%, - WL,) + (4,&, + Qao) 
where 
L4 Es% -A,, + S,,K,, = T,,IT$ WI 
(by the definition (1.6) of the matrix T). Thus, the eigenvalues of ~‘i all have 
positive real parts and 
where 
K,, = K,,E + (-%,&a, + Q,,) k1 (2.7j 
E = (A,,, - S,K,,) &-l. 
Note that we could substitute for K,, in the first equation of (2.4) to obtain a 
matrix Riccati equation for k;, . We instead follow the indirect argument of 
Haddad and Kolrotovid (1971) who showed that 
- - 
&, = -l&A - A’&,, - Q + (K,,,B - C) R-‘(s’K,o - t?‘) 
where 
and 
R = I + B;oA&-lQ,oA;$,, . 
Thus, we have the terminal value problem 
ICI@ = -K&z - “‘K,, + l-&x,, - 2, 
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where 
-- 
m = A + BR-IC', 
-- 
d = BR-lB' 
and -- 
2 = B - CR-xc’. 
This Riccati equation, however, has a unique symmetric positive semi- 
definite solution on 0 < t < 1 since 9, by assumption, is positive semi- 
definite (cf., e.g., Anderson and iMoore [2]). 
Since the outer solution (Kr , Ks , Ka) satisfies the system (2.2), its higher 
order terms will satisfy linear equations obtained from equating higher order 
coefficients in (2.2). Specifically, the coefficients of E imply the system 
dKJdt = -Kl,A1, - A&K,, - K21A30 - A&,K;, + K&&,K,, 
+ K,o%JL + JL%‘K,o + %SoK;o i- K,,S,oK;o 
+ K,oS,&, + K,oSo’K,, + K,oSoK;, + 010 
(2.9) 
0 = -G-&o - f&A,, - Aof& + K,,SoKso + KdoG 
+ Kw’GoKao + K,oS,oli,, + W 
0 = --KsAo - 4oKs1 + Kd,oKso + KsoSsoKa + YO 
where CX,,  PO , and y0 are determined by the Kioys. First note that the equation 
K3,(l f il”‘K,, = -y. 
has the unique symmetric solution 
since rl” is positive-definite. Moreover, 
Kzl = K,,E + FK,,i+ - ,6,,ii-1 
where 
F = A;, - K,,S,, - K,,S,, . 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Substituting into the first equation, then, implies the linear equation 
where 
dKJdt = k;,G + G’K,, + H (2.12) 
G = --A,, + ho&o + So&o + IS’ 
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and 
H = -(FK,, - 13,) &IF - Fsy3,’ - Kg) + Lx0 
We therefore obtain a unique symmetric determination of K,, upon specifying 
its terminal value. Analogously, higher order terms (K,, , Kzj , Ksj) of the 
outer solution can be uniquely obtained successively up to specification of 
the terminal values K,,(l). However, (1.10) and (2.3) imply that I&(1, 6) = 
TV - eZl(O, E), so the value 
Klj( 1) = Tlj - Zl,j-l(O) (2.13) 
is determined successively by the lower order tern1 ZI,i-l of the boundary 
layer correction. 
Since the outer solution satisfies the system (2.2), the representation (2.3) 
implies that the boundary layer correction (<I, , Za , 2.J must satisfy the non- 
linear system 
d&/da = (dK,/dt) - (dk,jdt) = E(Z,A, + A,‘Z,) $ (I&, + &‘I,‘) 
- [K,(l - EU, E)(SZ,’ + ES&) + (1,s’ + dps,) Ii;(l - EU, E) 
- [I&(1 - EU, E)(S,Z,’ + dYz,> + (ZaSz + CZJ) K;(l - EU, E) 
- 2ZlS,Zl - E(Z&~Zl + ZJZ,‘) - ZzS,Zz’ 
dZ,/dn = e(d&/dt) - c(dli,/dt) = (Z,A, + A;Z3) + c(Z1A2 + A,‘Z,) 
- Kl( I - EU, E) (SZ, + d3,Z2) - K2( I - EU, E)(S*Z, f esZ2) 
- E(Z,s’ + l Zps,) Ks(1 - EU, E) - (I,& + EZ$) Ks(1 - ECT, 6) 
- Z2S213 - ~(Zps12 + ZJZ, + EZ,SJ,) 
dZ,/da = c(d&/dt) - c(dk,/dt) = Z3A4 + &‘I, + c(Z,‘A, + A,‘Z,) 
E[Kz’(l - 03, E)(SZ, + d3,Z2) + (ZpY + EZ2’Sl) K2(l - EU, c) 
1 [I&(1 - EC, E)(S,Z, + ES’Z,) + (Z&T + d2’S) K,(l - EU, C) 
- z,s,z, - E(Z,‘SZ, f zss’z2 + EZ2’Sl12). (2.14) 
The terms of the asymptotic expansion for the I,‘s will be obtained by 
successively equating coefficients of like powers of E in this system. Thus, 
when E = 0, we have 
(2.15) 
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Further, (2.3) implies the initial values 
~20(0) = 43 - k’,,(l) 
(2.16) 
z300 = 48 - K30 = 75-30 - T&i1 = -Pa - nsoTu) G’ 
while I,,(O) will (p resumably) be uniquely determined by the condition that 
llO--+Oaso-+ co. 
The Riccati equation for Z30 has the decaying solution 
where 
Z,,(u) = e-~“Z30(0)[I + J(u) Z3o(O)]-1 eezc (2.17) 
provided the matrix 
I+ A4 Z30(0) (2.18) 
is nonsingular for all (T > 0. To relate this condition to our previous hypoth- 
eses, we, instead, integrate the equation for I,, less directly. We first note that 
44 = z3ok4 + K30 
satisfies the initial value problem 
drjdcr = rz4,, + A;,r - rS,,r $ ,o,, , Y(0) = n-30 .
We can obtain an explicit solution T(U) under hypothesis (ii) (cf. equation 
(15.2-19) of And erson and Moore [2]). Specifically, we obtain 
Z,,(a)( T,, + T,,e~““Le~““) eAa = ( Tz2 - T,, TG’T,,) C”“L 
where 
Using hypothesis (v) suppose first that T,, - r30T,, is nonsingular. Then 
L-1 exists and, since T is nonsingular, 
T,, -/- T,9e-AoLe-Ao A (2.19) 
is nonsingular for all ir > 0. Otherwise, if Tzl-~= z-30T11 , L = Zao(a) = 0. In 
either case, we have the decaying solution 
Z,,(O) = (II,, - T,,T;‘T,,) e~AoLe-A”(T,l + Tlze-AoLe-““)-l. (2.20) 
The invertibility of (2.19) and the existence of Z3o(u) will, no doubt, follow 
under assumptions other than (v). 
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Knowing I,, , we can integrate the linear equation for la,, to obtain the 
exponentially decaying solution 
L&) == [7fz(0) - I&,( I)] e--&3~(~)d~ 
+ F f l3o(s) ,-~(o-s)-s,d~a,,(r)ar &.. 
s 
(2.21) 
The only decaying solution for Z,, is given by 
(2.22) 
and this defines the initial value 
Jw) = n11 - w9 (2.23) 
needed to completely specify the terms K,, of the outer expansion. 
Higher order terms in the boundary layer correction will satisfy linear 
equations of the form 
d&/da = I& + Flh - l~S2& - L2,Sz& + &(cT) 
d&,/do := -I&!! + S&,) + FE, - l,,S,I,j + 6,(o) (2.24) 
dl&dol = -Z&i i- Jw,,) - (2 -I- &3J%,) hj + 4(u) 
where 1;5, & , and tj are exponentially decaying and known successively. 
Note further that the initial values 
&j(O) = Trgj - K,(l) 
Z~j(O) _-_ ~aj - ~~j(l) 
(2.25) 
(cf. (2.3)) are determined by the same order terms of the outer solution. 
Since -(ii + &,I,,,) is stable for u sufficiently large, the initial value problems 
for Eaj and &j can be integrated in turn to provide unique exponentially 
decaying solutions. Finally, the equation for lrj has a unique decaying 
solution which determines the terminal value 
Kl,j-bl(l> = nlJ+l - L(O) 
needed to specify the next order term of the outer solution. 
In summary, then, we have 
THEOREM I. Under hypotheses (i-v), the terminal value problem (1.9-l. 10) 
for the Riccati gain k(t, l ) has a unique solution of the form 
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where for emh integer I > 0 
j=2md3,0nO~t~1wherethel,i-+Oasa=(1-t)/~+~. 
The proof of the theorem follows from well-known results for singularly 
perturbed initial value problems (cf., e.g., O’Malley [7]). 
III. ASYMPTOTIC DETERMIN.~TION OF THE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORIES 
AND THE OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Using the representation (2.1) for the Riccati gain and the control law 
(1.8), we find that the optimal control is given by 
u(t, c) = -(II,%, + B,‘h,)x - (EB,‘h, + B,‘$)z. (3.1) 
Then, using the asymptotic decomposition (2.3) for the Riccati gains and 
substituting for u in the state equations (1. I), we have 
(3.2) 
where 
&(t, E) = A, - S,K,(t, 6) - SK,‘(t, E), 
A&, E) = A, - d?Jqt, <) - SI&(t, E), 
ii&, 6) - A, - S’K,(t, e) - S,K,‘(t, E), 
&t, 6) = 4, - &SK&, c) - L!!&(t, E), 
$(a, C) = -6.!&Z1(a, 6) - SZ,l(a, E), 
u2(u, e) = --+SlZ2(a, c) - &(a, E), 
u&7, 6) == -Ls’Z&, c) - szz;(u, E). 
fz4(a, e) = -ts’Z2(a, E) - SaZa(u, E). 
We must solve the linear system (3.2) subject to the initial conditions (1.2). 
Since the differential order of (3.2) is 1 ess when E = 0 than for E > 0, we can 
anticipate nonuniform convergence at t = 0. Further, since the ai’s feature 
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exponential decay away from t = I, we can also expect nonuniform conver- 
gence there. Thus, we shall seek a solution to the initial value problem for 
(3.2) of the form 
s(t, c) = X(t, c) + mzl(K, E) + q(u, e) 
(3.3) 
x(t, e) == qt, c) + n&c, c) + n,(u, c) 
where the nz, -+ 0 as 
K = t/c (3.4) 
tends to infinity and the ni - 0 as (T ---f cc. This is the form of the optimal 
trajectories determined in O’Malley [8] and O’Malley and Kung [lQ& 
U7ithin (0, I), the solution will be asymptotically given by the outer 
solution (X(t, E), Z(t, c)) w ic we assume has an asymptotic series expansion h h 
in E. Thus, the outer solution within (0, I) must satisfy the system (3.2) with 
the q’s neglected and its leading term will satisfy the reduced system 
dXo/dt = &(t) x0 + Aa, z, 
0 = 2&t) x0 + I$&) 2, . 
(3.5) 
Since ,&o(t) = --A is invertible, we have 
Zo(t) = P(A30 - S,‘K,, - S,&,) X()(t) (3.6) 
and there remains the linear initial value problem 
dX,jdt = [(A,, - Sl,Kl, - s,K;o) 
+ (A,, - S&Ta~) ifd1(L’230 - s,‘Ki, - s5JJ&))l Xo(t)> (3.7) 
X’,(O) == x(0,0). 
Higher order terms in the outer expansion will satisfy nonhomogeneous 
forms of (3.5) subject to the successively determined initial condition 
X,(O) = Xj(0) - nrl,j-l(o). (3.8) 
The Fredholm alternative and the solvability of the reduced problem for 
(X,, , Z06) implies that each (Xj , Zj) can be uniquely determined, in turn, up 
to specificati.on of Xj(0). 
Since the q(u)‘s are asymptotically negligible near t = 0, the representation 
(3.3) implies that the initial boundary layer correction (EPQ , rQ must satisfy 
the linear system 
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Thus the leading terms satisfy 
and since (3.3) implies 
m,(O) = q(O) - z-j(O) 
for each j > 0, we have the decaying solutions 
and 
?&,)(K) = f++‘,,(O) - E&,(O)] 
(3.10) 
#z,,(K) = -(A,, - soK30)h+[.zo(o) - Z,(O)]. 
Note that we’ve determined the initial value m,,(O) needed to specify the next 
terms of the outer expansion (cf. (3.8)). Higher order terms of this boundary 
layer correction can be obtained analogously. 
At t = 1, the initial boundary layer correction is asymptotically negligible, 
so the terminal boundary layer correction (~nr , 7~~) must satisfy 
Thus, when E = 0, we have 
Noting that X4,(1) + Q,(U) = -il” + a,, u is stable for u large and that the ( ) 
n.io --+ 0 as u + co, we integrate to obtain the unique exponentially decaying 
solutions 
Q(U) = Jim e ~(“-s)-J‘8qa,(r)dt[u~o(s) X0( 1) + ado(s) Z,(l)] ds (3.13) 
and 
s 
m nlo(u) = - - d%o(S) (IS . 
0 do 
(3.14) 
Higher order terms in this boundary layer correction are also uniquely 
determined recursively. 
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Substituting the expansions (2.3) for the Riccati gains and the expansions 
(3.3) for the optimal trajectories into the control law (3.1), we find an asymp- 
totic representation of the optimal control in the form 
u(t, c) = qt, c> + V(K, c> + w(a, 4 (3.15) 
where U, z’ and ~0 have asymptotic series expansion in E with the terms of 
V(W) tending to zero as K(c) tends to infinity. Substituting this expansion 
and those for the optimal trajectories into the cost (1.3) implies that the 
optimal cost J*(C) is of the form 
where X and the Li’s have asymptotic series expansion with integrable 
coefficients. Thus, J*(C) also has an asymptotic series expansion in E. 
Summarizing, then, we state 
THEOREM 2. Under hypotheses (i-v), the problem (1.1-1.4) has a unique 
asymptotic solution for E su@iently small such that for every integer N > 0, 
the optimal control, the corresponding trajectories, and the optimal cost satisf)) 
Z=O 
x(t, E) = ; [&(t) + n&(K) + $I(~)] 6' + o(@-+I) 
z=o 
and 
J*(e) = f Jl*d + 0(&l). 
z=o 
The expansions are uniformly valid for 0 < t < 1 and the functions of K = t/c 
and u = (1 - t)/e decay to zero as the appropriate variable tends to infmity. 
We recall that this result was previously obtained by O’Malley and 
Kung [lo] without hypothesis (v). We’ve now shown that it can also be 
obtained through the more flexible matrix Riccati method. The theorem could 
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be proved by showing that the expansions obtained here agree with those 
found previously. In particular, then, we would have 
and 
J*(e) = Jo” + O(e) 
where U,,(t) is the optimal control; X0(t) and Z,,(t), the corresponding trajec- 
tories; and JO*, the optimal cost, for the reduced problem 
with 
dX,/dt = A,(t, 0) x0 +- Az(t, 0) z, + I?,(& 0) rr, 
0 = .A(4 0) & + 24&t, 0) zl + w, 0) ull 
X()(O) = X(0, 0) 
to be minimized. 
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